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* Simple and quick attendance report. * Customizable graph and report displays. * Database driven. * Attach tags to individual employees. * 24/7 access to data. * Set the time according to your own preference. SAVUpdater module is a module developed to update the user's own saved info into the database if he desires. It will allow the user to update info about the subjects stored in the database anytime he desires. EventPlus is a powerful project management
tool, which will allow you to schedule event to a very high degree of detail, organize it, invite your guests, create invitations, keep track of them and much more. EventPlus is an application, which will give you the opportunity to connect your project with Outlook and so will be available on your computer. You will not need any additional software like Microsoft Project or TimeCamp. This module is based on the TimeUp module. It is an application for your
last minute preparations. With the TimeUp module you can configure the scheduling of you, your family or your friends. By using the TimeUp module you can create calendars for your family, friends and for business events. You can also use one of the predefined templates and add the address of the place of the event. It will allow you to create the event if it not already exists. When creating the event the application will ask you about the date, time and the
location of the event. TimeClerk is a simple tool for the employees in your company for registering they're work time. The time record is stored in the database of your own TimeCamp server, which is synchronised automatically with your time & attendance system, controlling the employees hours. It supports remote workers as well as employees at home, etc. TeeChart is a versatile, Windows based, charting package. Its versatility makes it ideal for use in

conjunction with other data-driven systems like eMail, word processing, spreadsheet programs, databases and web applications. Gantt charts, bar charts, pie charts, line graphs, and many different types of graphs and charts are provided. TimeGuard (v4) is a server-side control that can be used to enforce timing requirements for a number of reasons. When installed, the server-side control interferes with your Out of Office response functionality so that it will
prevent senders from sending messages to a specific recipient at a specific time in the future. It does this without alert
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With TimeOffice, your employees will benefit from an easy and efficient control of attendance and punctuality. No need to do it manually, timekeeping is now a breeze thanks to an intuitive and easy to use interface. What’s in this list? Alternatives to TimeOffice for Windows, Mac, Web, iPhone and Android, Linux and more. Filter by license to discover only free or Open Source alternatives. Add your own definition to our software list and compare! Java
TimeWorks Time & Attendance is the company time tracking software that allows you to take control of your employees working time. It helps you with the time tracking, attendance tracking, attendance capture and distribution to managers. Pro... CalcTime is a powerful, easy-to-use, standards-based time clock, attendance and scheduling solution that has been built for over 25 years. Unique features and intuitive interfaces appeal to "non-computer-users" and
system administrators. It's easy to... The CalcTime Open Source Software Project aims to produce an easy to use, standards based, open source time clock, attendance and scheduling solution. Unique features and intuitive interfaces appeal to "non-computer-users" and system administrators. It's easy t... TimeTrak is a time and attendance tracking and scheduling application which includes a sophisticated, comprehensive administration module. All records are
retrievable and backed up automatically on a schedule. It has an excellent reporting system, which makes it a very effe... Pricing: Free Size: 3.2 MB You may (I repeat, may) be interested in the following alternatives... Alternatives to TimeOffice for Windows, Mac, Web, iPhone and Android, Linux and more. Filter by license to discover only free or Open Source alternatives. Add your own definition to our software list and compare! AlternativeTo is a free
service that helps you find better alternatives to the products you love and hate. The site is made by Ola and Markus in Sweden, with a lot of help from our friends and colleagues in Italy, Finland, USA and contributors from all over the world. That's right, all the lists of alternatives are crowd-sourced, and that's what makes the data powerful and relevant.Babylon Dunes The Babylon Dunes is a prominent sand dune system located approximately south-east of

Lake Ohrid in the Ohrid region of North 6a5afdab4c
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What TimeOffice does: * Visual user interface with multiple windows (alarms, reports, data base) * Automatic or manual time clock for all your employees * Automatic or manual attendance for all your employees * Alarms (timeclock or user) and messages to all your employees * Data base for company and users * Workforce management with employees, user, activities, contacts, skills, deadlines * Graphical graphs and reports * Intelligent recomposition of
working times * New versions: time, weekly reports, attendance TimeOffice is a convenient tool to control the attendance and punctuality of all your employees. Time Office is a powerful alarm system for monitoring your and your employees time-clock activities, to monitor their working hours and hours of attendance and all the necessary reports for your company. The application contains three sections for you, the manager, three sections for the user and
three sections for scheduling and activity monitoring. The manager and the user sections are conveniently located in one window. The scheduling and activity monitoring sections are conveniently located in one window. With the help of the information you enter into the application, Time Office will automatically calculate the working hours of all your employees and display them. The date and time is displayed in the timeclock window. All your data is stored
in a data base in which you can also input your personal data. Your employees can see when they arrive and when they go, the colour indicates the number of minutes of their shift, and the line in their working time on which they worked. We offer TIME-OFFICE in DVD & CD.TIME-OFFICE is also available as an On-Line software. By registering your copy of the software on our site and entering your credit card information, your copy will be sent to you. 1.
When Time Office application is installed, it will download a database file to the Program Files directory on your computer. When you close the installation package for the first time, a database file will be created by the application. When you first run Time Office, you will see a setup screen with very detailed instructions on how to use Time Office. When Time Office is initially installed, if you do not have a company database in the application, the program
will connect to a sample database for you. You can learn how to use the application with your sample database on the setup screen. You can also access the setup screen

What's New in the TimeOffice?

TimeOffice is a software for company management that you have to install on the computers of your employees. All the data will be stored locally in the computers of the employees but you may also access them and analyze them using the web. At this time there are two editions for TimeOffice: o 'Basic' o 'Premium' According to your needs, the edition of TimeOffice, you have the possibility to choose to install the application on the computer of only one
person or on the computers of all the employees. You may delete the data of an employee in just a few clicks with no need to uninstall the application and save your time. You can even reset the clock of every employee to midnight. TimeOffice uses the Windows Registry to store the data and it is fully compatible with all the Windows OSes. Basic o Install TimeOffice on a computer of each employee: For this you only have to create a user account and install
the software. o If you are using the 'Premium' edition you only have to install TimeOffice on the computers of the employees that are using it. o You may add a new employee to the system using the web and access the data stored in the computers of the employee through a web browser. o If the computer of the employee is not always connected, he will have to manually boot the computer and then access the web page and follow the instructions of TimeOffice
to enter the system. o If you are not using the 'Premium' edition, you will have to add a computer for every employee using the web. o On each user account you can create two different roles: The 'Admin' role is for the authorized users and the 'Manager' role is for the authorized users. In 'Admin' mode, you will have access to all the information of the computer and in 'Manager' mode, you will have access to the data of the employees that you are managing.
Premium o Install TimeOffice on the computers of every employee that is using it. o Each user will automatically be assigned to the role 'Manager' or 'Admin' according to the computer assigned to him and the operation system. o The 'Premium' edition has some additional features that the 'Basic' edition doesn't have: o Users may work simultaneously in different computers with different roles and data for each computer: managers or admins may manage the
data of their employees as if the users were in their own computer. o If a manager is logged in to
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System Requirements:

Macintosh OS X 10.3.9 or higher 512 MB RAM 500 MB free disk space OpenGL 2.0 compatible graphics card Internet connection The code and data are distributed as is. No guarantees of any kind are given. See the Licensing Agreement and the License Agreement for details. Actions Most Actions To perform an action
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